Since we wish to deal with functions and relations of an arbitrary number, even infinite, of arguments, we find it convenient to index the arguments with an arbitrary set I rather than with a cardinal: an I-ary relation on a set X will thus be a subset of the set of "/-tuples", X 1 (as usual this subset may be described by its characteristic function which, when taken to have values {true, false}, may be construed as an J-ary "predicate" on X); an I-ary function on X will be a map from X 1 to X; and an I-ary partial function, a map from a subset of X 1 (i.e., from an I-ary relation) its domain D/CzX 1 to X. One calls I the arity of the relation or function. Geiger proposes to say that a partial function /, say of arity n, preserves (or as he puts it, "commutes with") an I-ary relation R if it does so "wherever defined": i.e., if its extension f 1 to I-tuples sends R n f]D τ f into R: this means that for every Ixn matrix of elements of X each of whose rows is in R and each of whose columns is in the domain of /, the application of / to the columns (indexed by I) will result in an I-tuple of R.
The partial functions (of various arities) which preserve a relation (hence also each of a set of relations) surely include the projections of the powers of X n on its factors; they contain, with every function, its restriction to any subset of its domain; and they are closed for composition-this is the operation which assigns to an m-ary function / and a family g u of w-ary functions indexed by the μ e m (it should be recalled that m is an in general infinite set) the w-ary function defined on just those ^-tuples for which each of the g u is defined and yield an m-tuple of values for which / is defined, the value of / for this m-tuple of values then being the value of the composite function. Proof. Let R be the ΌfSLvy relation whose elements are the w-ary functions in F with domain D f . Since F is closed for composition its members preserve R and therefore so does /. But the restrictions to D f of the projections of X n belong to F, hence to R; and / is defined on this ^-indexed family of R n , hence the result of applying / to it is again in R. Thus / belongs to F.
From an I-ary relation on X, RaX 1 , one can form with the help of a transformation σ:J-^I, a J-ary relation Rσ(zX J \ the elements of Rσ being just those "J-tuples" i.e., maps from J to X which one obtains by composing with σ all the given "/-tuples" i.e., maps from I to X, which make up R.
On the other hand, from a J-ary relation R c X J one can form the J-ary relation Rσ' 1 c X 1 of all those maps from J to X whose composition with σ is one of the maps from J to X in the given relation R. One may verify that if R is preserved by a partial function (hence also by a set of such), then so is Rσ'Xf 1 acts on
Applying this with σ a quotient map, a bijection, and an inclusion, it yields that the relations preserved are closed under identification modulo the kernel of σ: i.e., the picking out of those maps in R which are constant on the classes of the kernel of σ in / (this is sometimes called "diagonalization") and the construing of their totality as a new relation of arity J/ker σ (generalization of Geiger's operation R); reindexing which consists in replacing J by a one-one image (which includes Geiger's "permutation of variables"); and expansion of a σ(J)-ary relation to an /-ary one by construing the maps from σ(J) c J as maps from / having dummy arguments on the complement of σ(J) (Geiger's operation A for infinite arities). Applied to precomposition, which takes /-ary relations R to J-ary relations Rσ, these specializations furnish duplication (of the values of each map from / to X) on the (classes of the) kernel of σ; reindexing again; and an operation of projection which may destroy preservation by partial (although not by total) functions and will therefore not concern us. Finally, the preserved relations of a fixed arity I are obviously closed under arbitrary intersection (including the void intersection which furnishes the universal relation X 1 Proof. Let σ be the "evaluation" map from J to X Q which assigns to every element of J the Q-tuple of values the maps in Q take on it, and let R be the intersection of the J-ary relations in & which are duplications on the kernel of σ and contain Q. Every r: J' -> X in R induces a Q-ary partial function, say f, on σ(J) as domain (because R is itself a duplication on the kernel of σ and so r is constant on its classes); and if r failed to preserve some relation in &, then by expanding, duplicating, identifying, and reindexing it, one could construct a J-ary relation, which was a duplication on the kernel of σ and contained Q, which r also failed to preserve; and that would contradict the definition of R. Thus r preserves every relation in & 9 hence also Q. But this means that r e Q, and so RcQ, whence Q = R belongs to &.
REMARK. The referee suggests that what Geiger intended for the definition of a partial (possibly) multi-valued function / to preserve a relation R was that whenever presented with anlxw matrix having rows in R and columns in D f , each of the I-tuples obtained by choosing in all possible ways one from among the values which the function takes on the columns: i.e., the product over / of the value sets which / assigns to the columns as arguments, be in R. On this interpretation both of Geiger's theorems become correct as he stated them. Theorem 1 above should be modified for multivalued partial functions by increasing the arity of the preserved relations from D f to the grah G of /-which is equipotent to D f with each of its elements repeated as often as the multiplicity of the values which / takes on it-and by choosing for the relation R the possible G-tuples of values which the w-ary functions in F take on the so duplicated elements of D f . Then when / preserves R there must be some G-tuple in R which takes the full run of /'s values on each of the duplicated elements of its domain-whence the function of F furnishing this G-tuple will have (the graph of) / as a restriction (of its graph). Theorem 2 should be modified by deleting all reference to duplications, the relation R in the proof now being simply the intersection of all J-ary relations in & which contain Q. Since & is closed for the σ~\ R is preserved by every self-map of J which fixes the elements of Q: thus every r in R may be obtained as a J-tuple of values taken on by a multi-valued partial Q-ary function which sends Q into R hence as before (but now without duplication) preserves &, and so again r e Q. The multi-valued version of Theorem 1 generalizes the single-valued one; the two versions of Theorem 2 are incomparable.
Added in Proof.
Theorem 2 is related to the "Characterization Theorem" of A. A. Iskander, Subalgebra systems of powers of partial universal algebras, this Journal 38 (1971), 457-463 MR 46 #5212 which restricts itself to relations of a fixed finite arity J preserved by finitary partial functions. This restriction on the functions entails that the J-ary relations in the class & must be taken closed both for intersection and updirected union, whence it suffices to see that & contains the smallest preserved relation generated by each finite J-ary relation Q-and this is just the Re& identified in the above proof. Besides reindexing, which is the content of Iskander's (b), the J-ary relations in & should be closed for those combinations of the other operations which do not change arity. Of these, identification followed by duplication comes to intersecting with the diagonal on the common kernel which, in the presence of reindexing and availability of intersection, is covered by his (c); while following identification with expansion comes to his (d) (these are equivalent forms for the "continuity", with respect to the closure of the smallest /-ary relation in ^, of a retraction in J operating by precomposition on J-tuples). Inasmuch as performing the identification after the duplication or expansion gives back the original relation, these suffice: precisely, a set of J-ary relations closed for intersection, reindexing and identification followed by expansion and duplication (in any way which restores the suppressed indices) consists of just the J-ary relations in the class & of all duplications of expansions of its identifications-a class closed also for identifications, reindexing and 
